Pressure ulcers are a common and devastating condition faced by users of power wheelchairs. However, proper use of power wheelchair tilt and recline functions can alleviate pressure and reduce the risk of ulcer occurrence. In this work, we show that when using data from a sensor instrumented power wheelchair, we are able to predict with an average accuracy of 92% whether a subject will successfully complete a repositioning exercise when prompted. We present two models of compliance prediction. The first, a spectral Hidden Markov Model, uses fast, optimal optimization techniques to train a sequential classifier. The second, a decision tree using information gain, is computationally efficient and produces an output that is easy for clinicians and wheelchair users to understand. These prediction algorithms will be a key component in an intelligent reminding system that will prompt users to complete a repositioning exercise only in contexts in which the user is most likely to comply.
Introduction
More than 2.5 million Americans experience pressure ulcers every year [14] . One particularly high risk group of individuals are those with severe physical disabilities that utilize power wheelchairs as their primary means of mobility. Power wheelchairs can very effectively relieve pressure by raising the user to an reclined, titled position for several seconds. However, research indicates that less than 40% of power wheelchair users correctly use their power seat functions to relieve pressure and prevent deadly ulcers [12] . This leads many power wheelchair users to be exposed to preventable pressure ulcer formation, which can often lead to complicating infections or even death.
The Virtual Coach smart power wheelchair system was designed to track the power wheelchair usage of users in order to help them better conform to the pressure relief guidelines set forth for them by clinicians, as well as improve their overall posture. By monitoring encoders in the power wheelchair's joints (chair tilt, leg rest elevation, seat elevation, etc), the system is able to determine when a user has successfully performed the repositioning exercise prescribed by the user's healthcare provider. Users are reminded on a periodic basis to conduct pressure relief, and the system tracks whether the user complied with the reminder or not. Initial results suggest that users that receive regular reminders from the system have higher rates of compliance with their exercise regime than those users not receiving instruction. However, there is a risk of the system becoming intrusive and annoying if users are given too many undesired reminders.
Instead of simply reminding users with a static periodicity, we would like to devise an intelligent system that selects the most appropriate contexts in which to issue reminders. In this paper, we present the results of applying machine learning algorithms to predict if a user is likely to comply with a reminder given information about the user's current context collected by several sensors onboard the Virtual Coach system. We show that when averaged across all users, we can attain a predictive accuracy of 92%. We present results with an expressive and statistically consistent spectral Hidden Markov Model, as well as a computationally lightweight decision tree model that creates an output which is easy for clinicians and users to understand. The goal for this work is to create an intelligent, decision theoretic reminding system that would select the best moments to issue reminders to users given the likelihood of compliance in the current context, the time since the last pressure relief was completed, and the recommendations given by the overseeing clinician. Predicting whether a user is likely to comply in a given context is the first step towards realizing these goals.
Related Work
Predicting pressure relief compliance using sensor data is related to the task of predicting user interruptability given contextual information. For instance, there has been some work predicting whether or not a user would prefer to have their smartphone ringer enabled in a given setting. Some of this work has leveraged decision theoretic models of user preferences [15] , while other work has emphasized active sampling of user preferences coupled with features generated using sensor processing algorithms [10] .
There has been some previous work utilizing machine learning to predict patient behavior in healthcare applications, but rarely with the fine level of granularity seen in the Virtual Coach system. For instance, one author used statistical machine learning techniques with patient data to predict which subjects suffering from coronary artery disease would be likely to comply with pharmaceutical guidelines for managing cholesterol levels [8] . These predictions were based primarily on demographic data, and did not give indications as to which contexts and circumstances would lead to non-compliance for a subject. There has also been quite a bit of work using machine learning to predict health care outcomes and complications, but this work has not been focused on understanding or altering patient behavior to improve outcomes [16, 6] .
